2020 demonstrated in profound ways the vital services CISC and other community-based organizations provide. Each month brought challenges that required adaptation and innovation to respond to community needs and protect the health of our staff and the people we serve. Our team transitioned to working remotely and continued to serve families, youth, and older adults who count on us as part of their support network for health, education, financial security, and other social services. We also scheduled in person appointments for urgent needs, particularly for seniors who were unable to navigate digital tools and online systems.

In this annual report, we highlight many of the ways we strived to maintain the well-being of thousands of community members in our region. We conducted wellness checks among older adults and families and educated them on ways to stay safe. We created interactive bilingual early learning and caregiver/parent education videos and sent materials to support student learning at home. Each week, we responded to hundreds of requests for assistance regarding unemployment benefits, healthcare insurance, and other essential needs.

The pandemic magnified the impact of inequities, poverty, and systemic racism and showed the importance of centering our collective response on protecting the most vulnerable through equitable and anti-racist policies. CISC advocated for and joined efforts to advance racial equity and social justice in regards to the pandemics of racism and COVID-19.

CISC is thankful for the decades of support for our mission, which enabled us to build a team who are working hard to support everyone in our care during the pandemic. We are appreciative of your generosity and grants from numerous foundations. I am immensely grateful to our team, who demonstrated dedication and resilience, for all their efforts to make a positive impact during these challenging times.

On behalf of our team and board of directors, thank you for your continued support of CISC. Take good care and stay healthy.

MICHAEL ITTI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
12,200 wellness phone calls made to keep seniors safe and healthy during COVID-19

262 messages distributed to inform the community about public health guidance and COVID-19 response resources

10,032 unemployment applications, claims, and questions addressed by our Community Living Connections & Family Resource Ctr teams

74 hate & bias incidents were reported to CISC in 2020 since we joined the Coalition Against Hate & Bias

211 virtual classes to promote the health and social well-being of seniors by the Sunshine Garden Senior Center

1,564 children improved their skills and readiness for kindergarten through our early learning programs

6,240 questions answered to help seniors and persons with disabilities access affordable healthcare

41 immigrants applied to reach their dreams of becoming naturalized U.S. citizens with our assistance

471 videos produced by our early learning programs to support the development and growth of young children

Data may include duplicate client interactions
In the early months of the pandemic, we convened regular weekly meetings with our partners who serve the Chinatown International District to coordinate our social services, medical, and outreach resources to maintain the health and safety of the community. When we learned that a staff person employed in a building housing 100 seniors tested positive for COVID-19, we pushed the building management to sanitize the common areas and consulted with King County Public Health to provide vital information to residents. New services were set up to ensure access to health care, COVID-19 testing, food and other essential needs, small business support, and virtual social services. The International Examiner recognized Chinatown ID organizations with their Community Voice Award for our collective response.

Mission Statement: We support immigrants and their families by creating opportunities for them to succeed, while honoring their heritage.
HIGHLIGHTS

MAINTAINING QUALITY OF LIFE

Each year, our team of information and assistance specialists ensures low-income seniors and community members are able to access public benefits that support health care, home energy, cash and food assistance, and more. Due to social distancing guidelines, we provided services using technology and set up our large classroom space for in-person appointments for urgent needs. With the rapid loss of jobs, particularly in the hard-hit restaurant and service sector, we received a tremendous number of requests for help to submit new unemployment applications and weekly claim filings. With unemployment offices closed and the phone lines jammed, our community members who are limited English proficient and unfamiliar with the online application process turned to CISC. We added evening and weekend hours to address the increasing urgency. In 2020, we responded to more than 10,000 new and returning requests for assistance regarding unemployment benefits.

FIGHTING HATE AND BIAS

When anti-Asian racism, hate, and xenophobia increased in early 2020, we joined in efforts to denounce those actions and support the community. We also recognized that the rise in hate and bias incidents was not new or unique to the Asian community and affected all communities of color and other marginalized communities. By mid-2020, we joined the newly formed Coalition Against Hate & Bias, which is supported by the King County Office of Equity and Social Justice. The Coalition is a community-led initiative to address hate and bias incidents by strengthening and networking communities that experience racist and bigoted treatment and all forms of oppression. We assembled a team of bilingual staff who speak Cantonese, Mandarin, Russian, Vietnamese, and Spanish to enable community members to report incidents of hate and bias and receive information, referral, and support. The data we have collected is used to raise awareness with public officials and develop strategies to address areas of concern. Through June 2021, we have received more than 200 reports from community members.

PARTICIPATION IN THE CENSUS

Historically, immigrant and limited English speaking populations have been undercounted in the once a decade census. Undercounting communities has a tremendous impact on determining public funding and political representation. Amidst a challenging year and reliance on online completion, CISC launched efforts to support a complete count of our clients and their family members. In partnership with the State of Washington and Seattle Foundation, we launched a series of videos in Cantonese, Mandarin, and Russian languages; went on Russian and Chinese language radio shows; created in language phone helplines; and ran ads in ethnic media to raise awareness and encourage participation in the 2020 Census.
CISC joined efforts with community leaders and public officials to ensure equitable access to vaccines by bridging unique language and cultural needs and the digital divide. We worked closely with Seattle Housing Authority, King County Housing Authority, and Aging and Disability Services to ensure seniors who live in affordable housing and homebound seniors were able to access the vaccine. In addition, we joined a collective of community leaders led by Trang Tu to improve access to the City of Seattle's mass vaccination sites, particularly the Lumen Field site. The advocacy efforts and coordination with City leaders resulted in operational changes to improve language access, wayfinding, customer service, transportation connections, and diversity of volunteers and staff.

In January 2021, we formed a Vaccination Task Force to inform communities about the vaccine, schedule appointments, and assist with vaccinations of seniors onsite. Our efforts resulted in more than 650 appointments scheduled by our team. We also provide logistics and interpretation assistance onsite 26 times resulting in 2,350 vaccine doses completed by fire department and emergency medical staff through the spring of 2021.

In May 2021, the City of Seattle's Office of Immigrant and Refugee Affairs partnered with CISC to launch in-language COVID-19 Vaccine Community Helplines to support King County residents, who speak Cantonese, Mandarin, and Vietnamese, who need help securing a vaccine appointment.

Access to quality and affordable healthcare is essential to health and well-being. CISC’s Healthcare Access Team has been a longtime partner in the Statewide Health Insurance Benefits Advisors program. To help community members understand the complexities of programs like Medicare and Medicaid, we conducted 10 virtual sessions between December and February. We invited a Univ. of Washington clinical instructor to provide information about COVID-19 and the various vaccines. We also referred eligible clients to our Vaccination Task Force members to help them schedule an appointment.

Our Kaleidoscope Play & Learn (KPL) program produced 300 circle time and caregiving learning videos in more than seven languages as well as held monthly KPL Live Zoom sessions in Cantonese, Mandarin, and Vietnamese. We also created the CISC Early Learning Education Group to share early learning resources to our families. KPL provides parents and caregivers resources to engage their children in fun activities as well as stay connected to community resources. To facilitate social interaction, our weekly KPL Live programming featured songs, nursery rhymes, kindergarten readiness skills, and more. KPL is made possible through our collaboration with King County Library System and Seattle Public Library.
Anti-Racism

In mid-2020, CISC embarked on a journey to become an anti-racist organization following the murder of George Floyd. On this path, we believe centering our work around dismantling racism that impacts Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) is critical so each person can achieve their full potential and goals. Our efforts involved an internal committee of staff representing the diversity of our agency and regular meetings each month with the guidance of Bulle Consulting and DSK Culturally Responsive Educational Services. This committee co-created trainings geared toward our staff of immigrants to bring understanding of how systemic racism continues to harm BIPOC communities.

HealthierHere

CISC continued its partnership in 2020 with HealthierHere, which is working in new ways to improve the health and well-being of King County residents. Resources from HealthierHere supported our efforts to respond to COVID-19, address social determinants of health, and implement system transformation, including:

- Convening of community-based organizations serving the Chinatown International District to respond to the pandemic.
- Participation in trainings with the Nonprofit Finance Fund to strengthen our financial systems and develop better information sharing and collaboration through the Community Information Exchange.
- Efforts to advance diversity, equity, and inclusion and journey toward becoming an anti-racist organization.
- Survey of clients and community members to engage them in a Consumer Voice Listening Project to learn how Chinese Americans access health care and ways to improve the system.
- Raising awareness of mental health and providing mental health first aid trainings for CISC staff through International Community Health Services.
# Finance Report

## Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government grants and contracts</td>
<td>7,538,636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions &amp; special events</td>
<td>204,633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation and business grants</td>
<td>439,906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-kind contributions</td>
<td>7,664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other income</td>
<td>97,434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>$8,288,273</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program services:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly</td>
<td>4,306,679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family and youth</td>
<td>2,641,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting services:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and general</td>
<td>819,213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>64,926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$7,832,573</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

117 Staff who speak Cantonese, Mandarin, Russian, Vietnamese, Spanish, English and other languages

16 Programs serving families, youth, and older adults throughout King County

483 Individual and organizational donors supporting our mission
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INDIVIDUAL DONORS

Ada Kwok • Agnes Wong • Ai Lan He • Alan & Janie Lee • Alan Chan • Alan Lai • Alexia Klatt • Alice Chen • Allison & David Sheneman • Alvin Hui • Amy Hui • Amy Lau • Amy Phung • Angela Kwong • Angela Lai Wan Tse • Anh Tran • Ann Determan • Annie Zhou • Ari & Janne Mak • Arlene & Thomas Cheng • Arlene Oki • Arlene & Francis Wong • Audrey Lee-Low • Bai Wong • Bao Xia Zhang • Barb Smith • Bely & Kim Chinn • Bernita Jackson • Bettie Luke • Betty Chan • Betty Lau • Betty Lock • Bibiana & Peter Pau • Bich My Chen • Billie Young • Bing Ling Li • Bob Hasegawa • Bohao & Rose Lam • Brian & Polly Eng • Cai Juan Chen • Candy Cheung • Carmen & Julien Loh • Caroline Steen • Catherine Lee • Cecilia Mo • Cheng Yan • Chen-I Lim • Chi Chieh Fong • Chiang Hwa Liu • Chiu Tzu Hu-Tsai • Choi Kee Chan • Chor Lai Hui • Christina Li Che Chow • Christine & Michael Yeung • Christine D’Amore • Christine Pi Shuang Chi • Chui Ping Ng • Chui Yiu Lee Chan • Chun Ming & Fanny Wong • Chun Yin Cai • Chunmei Yu • Cissy Chan • Clara Cheung • Clara Tong • Cody Li • Connie Man Kuen Lam • Conrad & Winnie Lee • Cui Deng Chen • Cui Jin Wu • Cui Ping Znong • Dan Chen • Danny Wong • Daoxin Bi • David & Daphne Tang • David Lam • David Pang • David Suen • Davy Lam • De Wen Fu • Deborah Sand • Derrick Reese • Devon Chang • Dexter Tang • Diana Pien • Diana Tong • Dianna Eng • Dinh Le • Dong Zhang • Donna Ma • Dora Tien • Dorothea Lee • Dorothy & David Crean • Duggie & Winnie Qu • Dung Hova Tran • Elaine & Peter Chuang • Elaine Chow • Elana Gebhardt • Elizabeth Kwan • Eloise Chinn • Emily Chu • Eric & Amy Hui • Erin Okuno • Eva Lai • Evelyn Chan • Evelyn Yenson • Fanqiong Kong & Luquan Ren • Fayre Lau • Fei Zheng • Felicitie Ip • Feng Xiang Huang • Floyd & Judy Rogers • Fon Hoy Look • Fong Yi Lee • Frances Quan • Franco Lai • Frank Cheng • Frieda Takamura • Fun Shing Tam • Fung Lan Leung • Fung Tim & Sau Fong Lee • Gail Hill • Gary Locke • Gavin Leung • Gazel Tan • Gene Ng • German & Patty Yuen • Goretti Siu • Grace Brosnon • Grace Soong • Guangwens She • Guey Yun Chen • Guo Fu Cao • Guo Jian Guan • Hannah Wong • Hark & Minnie Chan • He He Liu • Heidi Liao • Helen Chen • Henry Lee • Heyward Chow • Hong Thu Lam • Howard Wu • Hsiao Lin & Lo Yu Sun • Huali Li • Huan Ming Zhao • Huantian Jiang • Huaxin Liu • Hueling & Rayton Chan • Hui Ying Zhen • Hwa Tsung & Frances Feng • Ilya Kuzkin • Ip Leung & Amy Lam • Jac Chen • Jacky & Lilian Kwong • James Wong • Janet Lam & Toby Rogers • Janet Ung • Janice Zahn • Jean Eng • Jennifer Chung • Jennifer Gebhardt • Jenny Chan • Jenny Ho • Jessica Huynh • Jiabin He • Jian Xiong Xue • Joan Yoshitomi • Joanne K Lee • John & Carol Mack • John & Elena Yam • John Hamje • John Yeung • Johnny Hu • Johnson Ho • Jonathan & Lingyun Parati • Joseph & Alice Yuen • Joseph Seng • Joyce Chin • Judy & Alfred Lin • Julia Lam • Julie Anderson Miller • Julie Tsai • Julie Wilson • Julie Yari • Jun Lian Wu • Jun She • Jzncui Dena • Ka Yee Wong • Kами Zhong • Karol Kwong • Katherine Yuan Loke • Kathleen Groshong • Katie Leung • Katy Chow • Ke Fei Yin • Kelly Zhang • Ken Kwok Keung Hui • Kenneth & Michelle Ma • Kevin Chu • Khanh Gaw • King Cheung • King Lee • Kip & Barb Smith • Kit Wah Kong • Kitjyung Choi • Kong Yu Hung • Kun Hao Huang • Kurtis Chow • Kwai Siu Chan • Kwok Leung Lau • Kwok Ling Lo • Kyle & Sue Lee • Lai Fai Chow • Lan Gui Cen • Lan Whiting • Laurie Rostholder • Lawrence Dong • Lawrence George Meola • Lawrence Low • Lea Gariando • Lea Shao Yung • Leon Ma • Li E Luo • Li Fang Liang • Li Juan Huang • Li Wei Bai • Li Zhen S itu • Lian Wang Zeng • Lijuan Huang • Lilian Ko • Lilian & Lek Tee Tang • Lillian Lau • Lily Eng • Linda & Jinren Lee • Linda Cannon • Linda Eng • Linda Lee • Linda Luna • Linda Tsang • Ling Lan • Ling & Chanh Xuan Tran • Linrong Mo • Lisa Conley • Lisa Huynh • Liwei Bai • Liz Walker • Lizhen Situ • Lou Chung Fun • Louis Lok • Lu Yi • Lydia Cheang • Lynn Eng Chang • Ma Ling Fu • Mabel Kwong •
Individual Donors continued

Mai Di Mach • Man Ling Poon • Mankuen Lam • Manny Lee • Marcella Phan • Marci Nakano • Margaret Wong • Maria Miu Ho • Mark Okazaki • Martha & Eugene Lee • Mary Hsu • Mary-Ann Micale • Meei Lum • Mei Ha Kong • Mei Po Yip • Mei Sau Iu • Mei Yung Gong • Melissa Chow • Meng Lo • Meon Chung-Kee Yu • Miao Li • Michael and Julie Mayer • Michael Itti • Michelle Chan • Micky Osuji • Mike Hillberg • Millie & Dennis Su • Minh Tu & Tran Tu Diep • MinJie Maggie Xiao • Muoi That Chieu • Ngu Dat • Nigel Lo • Nora Chan • Nuto Lam • Olilin Woo • Olivia Zhang • Pak Yuet • Pamela Bradburn • Pamela Piering • Patrick Eng • Patsy Yip • Paul & Dori Yang • Paul and Susan Novotne • Paul Reevesman • Peggy Loh • Peng Song • Peter Lam • Peter Wu • Phuong Le • Phyllis Lee • Patin Le • Pui Tong Wong • Qian Zhao • Qingyi Liao • Qiu Feng Peng • Qiu Huan Zheng • Qun Hui Feng • Rachanee Phaladiganon • Raymond & Stella Leong • Raymond Chen • Richard Chin • Rick & Fanny Yuet • Rita & Marlon Wang • Robby & Marietta Liem • Robert & Dahlia Mak • Robert W. Baird • Rocky Fong • Rong Chao Wou • Rosa Leung • Ru Li Situ • Rubin Que • Russell Joe • Ryan Zhang • Sabrina Chow • Sai Ho Lo • Sandy Chow • Sang Joon Kim • Selina Chow • Shane Bateman • Sharon Fang • Sharon Lucas • Sharon Tomiko Santos • Sharon Wonders • Sheng Nian Fan • Shiao Yen Wu • Shing Hok Leung & Chick Pui Lee • Shirley & Raymond Mah • Shirley Leung • Shiu Lok Hu • Shu Lan Yang • Shui-Shyong & Shyu-Fen Jiang • Sidney Ho • Siew Quah • So Ping Wong Mak • Sonia Chang • Stanley Shimuka • Stella Lao • Stella Mak • Stella Ng • Stephen & Hu-Shien Lee • Stephen Mak • Steve & Anita Leung • Su Juan Chen • Sue & Nina Louie • Susan & Andrew Lo • Susanna Chung • Suzanne Lee • Sze Hub Li • Tai Di Fang • Tai Hsia Chao • Tana Lin • Tanky Shiu • Te Ying Lee • Terence Chan • Teresita Batagayola • Thach Dan Duong • Theresa Hui • Thomas & Beverly Anderson • Tim & Vicki Shimono • Timothy Copes & Amy Lee • Ting Liang Xie • Tom Dang • Tong Kam • Torenia Wong • Trinh Quoc Au • Tsering Yuthok • Tuck Hoo • Vanessa Lee • Vincent Fong • Wai Fong Lee • Wai Kwong Patrick Lau • Wai Nam Lee • Wan Sau Ng Chan • Wei Rui Xian • Wen Fong Huang • Wen Hua Hsia • Will Chen • William Tom • Wilson Ung • Winnie Mak • Winnie Wong • Woon Chun Lo Wong • Xia Lei • Xiao Bing Liang • Xiaoyan Qiu • Xiaying Zhu • Xin Nuan Geng • Xiu Yan Chen • Yan Ling Huang • Yan Ying Zeng • Ye Li Lee • Yi Ai Liu • Yi Zhong Li • Ying Fen Ho • Ying Gi Yong • Ying Hsu & Mei Mei Chow • Yolanda Loh • Yue Yu • Yuet Bing Woo • Yuezhu Miller • Yuk Lin Ho • Yuk Sung Lew • Yuk Tang • Yuping Kuang • Yuyan Lou • Yvonne Yu • Zhen Yan Huang • Zhi Wei Lin • Zhihao You • Zhuo Qing Zhou

CORPORATE AND ORGANIZATIONAL DONORS

Alice's Floral Designs • Amerigroup Washington • Best in Class Education Center • Best Kitchen Cabinet & Granite Supplies LLC • Bing Kung Bo Leung Association • Church Mutual Insurance Company • Deng's Studio & Art Gallery • East West Bank • Evangelical Chinese Church • Gim Wah Restaurant • Global Federation of Chinese Business Women • Green Leaf Vietnamese Restaurant • Hop Sing Tong Association • International Model Toys Inc • KT Building Supply Inc • Lam 2013 Property LLC • Law Offices of Dennis Lam • Ming Xiao DC Inc • Ogishima & Associates • Refugee Artisan Initiative • Rotary Club of Seattle Int'l District • Seattle Chinese New Immigrant Center • Seattle Chinese Post • Seattle ID Rotary Club Foundation • Tai Foong USA • Tai Tung Inc • Tisbest Philanthropy • US China Economic & Cultural Development • WA Overseas Chinese Artists Assn • Washington State Combined Fund Drive
We thank you for continuing to support our mission and efforts to serve the community.
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